
For example, the number of patients in our
clinic doubled, and we had to disappoint
more and more children because our
School of Hope was at its maximum
capacity. 2019 was also a year all about
professionalization, and successfully so. Our
projects professionalized due to more
expertise in different fields, we improved
our processes and we made digital
progress. By mapping digital information,
advocacy now has greater prominence in
our organisation.

If we want to maintain this upward trend,
2020 will be a year of (financial) stability. We
often ask ourselves whether we can take
certain decisions despite financial risks,
while we want to base our decisions on
moral action and high needs. Now more
than ever we want to be an aid organisation
that is not only dependent on media and
finance, but one that generates structural
income, providing more stability and
enabling us to make choices with this
stability in mind.

During this phase we will also look at
sustainability. Sustainable considering the
climate and minimizing our ecological
footprint, but also taking a long-term
perspective.

It was never our objective to continue this
work for a long period of time. Therefore, we
used to focus on short term operations. But
having seen this emergency has not been
solved, we want to continue our work as
long and good as possible. Not for ourselves,
but to support the people fleeing and
seeking refuge in Europe.

2020 marks our 5 years of existence. Since
2015, we have developed tremendously as
an organisation. We expanded from a small
organisation with a ‘let’s just start
somewhere’-mentality to a professional aid
organisation with currently thirteen per-
manent staff and thousands of volunteers.
Regardless of our professionalization, we
still carry out our work with the same
passion that characterized us ever since.

I am, together with you, looking forward to a
new year with Boat Refugee Foundation,
during which we will deal with the complex
refugee situation in Europe with our
knowledge, skills and passion. A safe haven,
dignified reception and sufficient (health)
care for refugees arriving at our continent:
we will continue striving for all of the above!

Big challenges and professionalization
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Annerieke Berg - de Boer
director, Boat Refugee Foundation

This is our annual report for 2019. We would like to show you our work, finances and
challenges. In 2019, what previously seemed impossible happened: camp Moria officially
reached the number of 20.000 inhabitants. The number of refugees searching for shelter in
Greece increased with thousands. This presented us with new challenges.



Overall situation

Aid is still much needed in Greece. In 2019, Boat
Refugee Foundation offered medical and psycho
social care in refugee camp Moria on Lesbos. The
camp continues to fill up: at the moment around
20.000 people reside in the camp, even though the
camp can officially accommodate 3.000 inhabitants.

Transfers to the mainland stalled halfway through the
year. The conditions of camp facilities worsened day
by day. The pressure and increased workload
overwhelmed both aid workers and authorities. The
shortage of food and shelter increased. The frustration
among Moria’s inhabitants intensified, fueling the
number of incidents such as fights, riots, and fires.

Because of this, the workload for our coordinators on
Lesbos increased significantly. We therefore decided
to recruit a fourth paid employee to support with any
administrative tasks.

Moreover, safety was an important subject. Several
evacuation routes in the camp became unusable. We
revised our safety structure with help of an expert,
which we will continue in 2020.

Besides our missions on Lesbos, we started a new
mission in 2019 in Lagadikia, a small village on the
Greek mainland close to Thessaloniki. The village is
near a relatively large camp. We started psycho social
support for camp inhabitants and community
building to build bridges between village inhabitants
and newcomers.

Ramin | Translator

‘People think they are safe when they
reach Greece. It’s a European country.
They expect to lead a good life, with a
house and job perspective. But as soon as
you enter Moria, that vision changes. The
opposite is true. This is extremely difficult
for many people. I experienced the same
things; during the first few months in
Moria,
I developed psychological problems. But
after a while I urged myself to get out of
the downward cycle.

I did not want to just sit in a tent and feel
stressed any longer.

I am used to having lots of activities, and
to have a job. I wanted to do the same
here in Moria. One of my friends was
working for Boat Refugee Foundation. I
asked them if they might need more
interpreters. They did, so I started
working here.

I enjoy helping other people. It gives me
positive energy. Patients feel comfortable
with me and the way I translate their
words. We, the interpreters together with
the doctors, are a good team and we
connect well. We are kind of like family
working together. We help others. I still
have hope, and I am fighting for my
future. I will pursue my journey. To be
continued.’

Basis of our work | Community based

20K
people in
Moria
The camp has been overcrowded for
years. Early 2019, around 8.000 people
resided in Moria, which is officially
suitable for 3.000. In 2019 the number of
inhabitants increased to over 20.000.

120
students
per week
We provide lessons for 120 students in the
only school inside Moria. Our students are
aged 6 to 10 and would otherwise not be
able to attend school.

3.500
volunteers
have committed
themselves!

40%
of them are
children
Many children have gastrointestinal
problems. Due to a lack of healthy food
and hygiene, children often fall ill.

>

200
patients
every day
Our medical clinic is open 7 days a
week. The number of patients we see
has increased from an average of 80 to
200 every day.

2
locations in
Greece
Boat Refugee Foundation expanded
her work to the mainland. Our focus in
Lagadikia lies on community building
and psychosocial support.

“We are kind of like
family working together.

We help others.”

https://vimeo.com/307342864
https://vimeo.com/332942008


Psycho social mission
Boat Refugee Foundation’s psycho social mission offers professional psychological aid
and education to people living in camp Moria. We offer computer lessons, English
lessons, mental health classes and stress relief classes for adults. Children (aged 6 to 10)
are offered primary education, taught by teachers living in camp Moria, who are
supported by external volunteers. In 2019 around 120 children and tens of adults
participated in our programs. Since last summer, the enormous influx of people in the
camp has posed extra challenges. The shortage of spots available for education in
Moria increased. Because the transfers to the mainland nearly came to a full stop,
children in our School of Hope would not or only slowly move on elsewhere, which
increased the waiting time for new students. 

Adjusting to this, we expanded the capacity of our school. By the end of May 2019, the
School of Hope went from one to one and a half isobox. With the help from volunteers
and people from Moria, this new place has been furnished in many colors, with custom
furniture. Besides that, the content of our educational curricula has been revised. The
training for teachers from Moria, working as a volunteer in our ground team, were
professionalized. Moreover, we introduced a system for registration, both for children
and adults. New students can now apply for a spot on our waiting list on specific days.
They can enter our school as soon as another student leaves, for example in case of a
transfer to the mainland. 

In our mental health classes, we started with the METS-method (Method for the
Empowerment of Trauma and Torture Survivors) and we started collaborating with a
new partner: International Rescue Committee (IRC). IRC offers us a psychologist who is
also trained in METS. The IRC psychologist provides the mental health classes together
with a psychologist from our own team. Moreover, IRC provides training for the
interpreters in our ground team.

Medical mission
Our medical team offered health care to thousands of people in camp Moria in 2019.
With the enormous influx of people in the camp, the demand for care has seen a big
increase. Early 2019 we saw around 80 patients every night, which doubled to 170 to
220 patients per night by the end of the year. Because of the huge numbers, which our
clinic is not prepared for, we were unfortunately forced to turn down numerous
patients.

Only acute, life-threatening emergency cases could be transported to the hospital in
Mytilene by ambulance. In most other cases there were no sufficient referrals,
diagnostics, and treatments possible.

Our doctors saw many cases of heavy traumatic psychiatry, such as acutely suicidal
patients. Patients sometimes walked around with ropes around their neck or caused
heavy domestic violence. We directly refer this group of patients to Doctors Without
Borders for psychological help, but even so we daily saw these cases in our clinic. We
also assisted many people experiencing panic attacks.

For those reasons we added a psychologist to our medical team. The psychologist for
example provided training to the team members about self-care and Psychological
First Aid to discuss ethical and moral dilemmas, but also to learn how to deal with
practical limitations. We can for example apply dressings when people cut themselves,
but we cannot offer treatment for their trauma. Because of the increased demand for
care the teams have been expanded with three medical and three support crew
volunteers. Finally, we revised the protocols and training for medics, including
guidelines for treating stab wounds.

Cause
We received signals through different channels about the poor reception of refugees
on the Greek mainland. As a result of that we started investigating the situation in
March 2019. We spoke to many organisations and visited several shelters, ranging from
remote old factories and hotels to camps constructed from emergency containers.
There was a huge lack of facilities and medical and psycho social aid. People were
staying on the Greek islands for over a year on average. On the mainland, they would
usually have to wait for their asylum procedure for a period ranging from six months to
four years, yet in the same dire conditions.

Content
Based on our conclusions we decided to set up two projects in Greek village Lagadikia:
psycho social support, and community building. We used the experience and
knowledge in those fields gained during the previous four years on Lesvos. Lagadikia
has around 500 inhabitants. Despite its small population, it is a bustling village, since it
is the educational center of the region. Right next to the village is an in comparison
relatively large camp, where 500 people live.

Community Building
At the start of our project, the inhabitants of the village and the camp lead completely
separate lives, even though all displaced people applied for asylum in Greece and will
possibly stay here for the rest of their lives. Without a social network, it is tremendously
difficult to find a house, a job, and other matters. With our community building project,
we want to offer people a chance to build a network. We provided a bridging role
between local Greeks and newcomers in collaboration with our partner organisation
Intereuropean Human aid Association (IHA).

Psycho social support
People who are fleeing are often heavily limited in their daily lives by psychological
problems and additional psychosomatic complaints. Especially in a place like
Lagadikia, where they will stay for a longer period and find more stability, people start
processing (traumatic) experiences. To offer support in this process, we offer group
interventions with a team of psycho social aid workers, based on our program on
Lesvos. This program includes stress relief sessions, psycho education and
empowerment sessions based on the Method for the Empowerment of Trauma and
Torture Survivors-Greece (METS-Gr). We did this in collaboration with Laguna
Collective.

Progress and challenges in 2019
The pilot phase of the mainland mission started in October 2019. Both projects
mentioned above were carried out by a Greek coordinator and a team of motivated
volunteers, formed by psychologists, social workers, interpreters, and anthropologists.

Continuation in 2020
At the time of writing (2020) it has been decided that the psycho social groups will be
rounded up and that the community building project will be fully handed over to our
partner organisation IHA, after assessment. We found that we could not reach enough
people in Lagadikia who would benefit from our work. The psycho social groups
particularly do not catch on well enough; there are too few participants and we do not
have access to the camp, making it impossible to do outreaches ourselves. The
community building project has a lot of potential, but it is a long-haul process and too
small to keep a whole mission running. We are looking into other locations that might
be a better match with Boat Refugee Foundation and the aid that we can offer.

Lesvos

Cooperation partners, a.o.

Mainland

https://www.msf.org/greece
https://www.icrc.org/en/where-we-work/europe-central-asia/greece
https://www.kitrinoshealthcare.org/
https://www.gainhelpt.nu/
https://www.christianrefugeerelief.com/
https://www.connectbymusic.com/
https://www.europeanlawyersinlesvos.eu/
https://homeforall.eu/
https://eurorelief.net/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/countries/europe-and-central-asia/greece/
https://www.oxfam.org/en/tags/greece
https://eody.gov.gr/en/
https://medical-volunteers.org/
https://www.humedica.org/index_eng.html
https://www.iha.help/en/home/
https://refugee-rights.eu/
https://www.ohchr.org/en/hrbodies/cat/pages/catindex.aspx
https://www.alphega-apotheek.nl/web/apotheekdelocht
https://www.healthpointfoundation.org/
https://www.hrw.org/europe/central-asia/greece


500.878

43.663

66.866

611.407

Personnel costs

Working on Lesvos: 4 fte
Working in NL: 6,8 fte

Interesting features

Tangible fixed assets
Business inventory

Claims
Other claims

Liquid assets

Assets

Liabilities
Equity
Special purpose reserve - continuity
Other reserves

Designated fund

Current liabilities

9.838

13.700

823.774

857.312

10.883

13.038

396.252

420.173

230.000
305.052

535.052

293.800

28.460

857.312

125.000
276.213

401.213

-

18.960

420.173

Program costs Greece

Project expences
Personnel costs

Subtotal program costs

Recruitment costs
Promotion
Representation
Fundraising
Communication
Personnel costs
Hire third parties

Subtotal recruitment costs

Management + administration costs
Personnel costs
Accomodation costs
Office and general costs
Depreviation costs

Subtotal management + administration

Total costs

227.439
273.439

4.177
455

9.422
3.323

24.342
1.944

24.833
12.571

25.349
4.113

306.915

52.496

68.757

428.167

120.879
186.036

6.880
242

12.340
3.181

29.853
-

33.505
13.573
18.340

3.338

431.859
19.680

580.007
7.500

1.039.046

563.244
-
-

5.250

568.494

Amounts in euro's (€)

Benefits
Costs

Balance

Appropriation of the surplus
Continuïty reserve
Designated fund EO Metterdaad
Other reserves

Balance

1.039.046
611.407

427.638

105.000
293.800

28.838

427.638

568.494
428.167

140.327

125.000
-

15.327

140.327

,

84%

16%

Direct input for
our mission

HR, fundraising,
communication, administration

Amounts in euro's (€)

Benefit from private individuals
Benefit from business
Benefit from non-profit
Other benefit

Total benefit

Benefits

Lucie | Doctor

Costs

Balance sheet

Result appropriation

Continuity reserve
Needed amount for rounding up any obligations
when closing the foundation or stopping our
activities

Designated fund
These are benefits covering designated costs,
received late 2019 and used for covering costs in
2020.

Other reserves
These reserves cover the costs when income
from donations is lower than estimated or
expected.

Several funds support our work as
well, sometimes for several years in
a row. In 2019, EO Metterdaad has
greatly supported us with a
fantastic documentary series and
(accompanying) donations. The
Fred Foundation also funded our
work financially last year.

We can only carry out our work thanks to
donations from private individuals, religious
institutions and businesses. In 2019 a lot of great
charity events were organised, such as an iftar
meal, ‘Marrying with a goal’ and several
presentations and marathons by ex-volunteers.

Advocacy

Boat Refugee Foundation has been
focusing on advocacy work since 2018. In
2019 we pleaded to put the situation in
Moria on the political agenda. In February
Moria was visited by state secretary Mark
Harbers (Asylum) and members of
parliament Joël Voordewind (CU) and
Maarten Groothuizen (D66). Our
coordinators presented to them, asked
critical questions, and drew attention to
the inhumane reception of refugees on
Lesvos.

In March, our field coordinator Anna
Farrow presented during the Council of
Europe conference in Strasbourg. In her
speech she urged to raise the emergency
on Lesvos with the Parliamentary
Assembly.

In November 2019 we joined a group of
Dutch NGOs all working with refugee
related themes in Greece. This group
aims to call upon Dutch politicians to
change the miserable situation on the
Greek islands.

Moreover, we joined several initiatives
within Europe, including Refugee Rights
Europe and Oxfam Novib. We offered
input for the report on children’s rights in
Greece compiled by the United Nations,
the periodical report of human rights
organ Committee Against Torture and
signed an open letter to the European
Union regarding the EU-Turkey deal.

The desire to raise awareness about what
we see in Moria is growing. In 2020, we
will continue to embed in existing
advocacy structures and engaging our
volunteers in the relevant themes of our
field of work.

My name is Lucie and I am from Gent,
Belgium. I worked in Moria for two weeks
as a senior doctor in January 2019 and
returned throughout September and
October 2019. My first introduction to Boat
Refugee Foundation was in 2016, through
friends who already volunteered here. By
now we are a big group of friends
frequently returning to Lesvos.

I have volunteered with the medical
mission five times already: in 2016, 2017,
2018 and twice last year. Every time is an
incredible experience. I have worked hard,
but also enjoyed my stay and learned a
lot.

The last mission was very heavy, the
situation on Lesvos got out of hand
quickly. I did not want to go back to
Belgium, but I had to because I signed an
employment contract. Once I returned, I
was glad I could recover from the journey.

I am currently active for different anti-
racism and refugee organisations in
Belgium to work on long term solutions.
Lesvos and Moria however are close to my
heart, and I definitely want to return. Even
though deep inside I hope it will not be
necessary anymore.’

Amounts in euro's (€) 20182019

per december31, 2019 (after processing of the result)

20182019

Balance

Amounts in euro's (€)

20182019

20182019

The winter campaign Are the
boats still arriving? raised
awareness about the huge
increase of arriving boats and
people.

Financial overview

The director’s salary in 2019 amounted to €43.379,- (full time). This
includes employer’s contributions.

A major rise in medication
costs as the number of
patients more than doubled

https://metterdaad.eo.nl/
https://www.fredfoundation.org/


…and many volunteers on Lesvos, in Lagadikia and Holland

facebook instagram twitter

Media
Boat Refugee Foundation actively
approached the media. Conversely,
the media often reached out to us.
Publicity is important. The great and
complex difficulties on the Greek
islands cannot be ignored nor
forgotten. Moreover, publicity helps
drawing donors’ and volunteers’
attention to our work.

Below you can find a selection of
publications and broadcasts from last
year. Click the photo to see or hear
more.

The team

Board

Staff

Lesvos

And many thanks to our former staff…

René Berg
Chairman

Annerieke Berg
Director

Caroline van Kooten
Project manager | Lesvos

Annet Storm
Finances & Advocacy

Rebecca van de Kar
Communication & Press

Johanna van der Meer
Fundraising & 

Relationship management

medical coordinator pss coordinator

field coordinator

Merien Fortuijn
Treasurer

Iris van Irsel
Secretary

Pieter van Essen
Member of the board

Beitske Kooistra
Project manager | Mainland

Myrna van der Veen
Project officer & HR

Ellen Spoelstra
Interim project manager

Hanaâ Benjeddi Femke Eline von Köningslöw Beitske Kooijstra Jildau Bakker

Anna Farrow Renée Spruijt Margriet  van der Woerd
Communicatie & pers

Elke Jacobs
Medisch ondersteuner

the Netherlands

Arjan Fennema
Penningmeester

Our volunteer Marsha shared her
experience on Lesvos in De
Gelderlander

Nederlands
Dagblad wrote
about the
enormous influx
of refugees this
summer.

Extensive report in Trouw about the
refugee crisis, in which Annerieke
Berg was interviewed.

Media-highlight of 2019: in an
exceptional case, EO Metterdaad was
allowed to film with us in Moria. They
created a four-part documentary
series about our work.

Our director Annerieke
Berg wrote a
compelling opinion
article about the
pressing conditions on
Lesvos.

A distressing article in trade journal
Medisch Contact by doctor Ragna
Boerma, about her experiences as a
volunteer.

Anky Hartmanns
Office manager

Jamilah Sherally
Medical coordinator

Marijke Menninga
PSS coordinator

Anne Boomsma
Volunteer coordinator

Karin Arendsen
Field coordinator

Natassa Vourtsi
Project coordinator

Lagadikia
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Stichting Bootvluchteling
Stationweg 89, 6711 PM Ede

This annual report was made possible by:

Johanna van der Meer
Martin Beker - F&C
Rebecca van de Kar
Tessa Kraan
Vigilate accountants
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Annerieke Berg
Annet Storm
Bertina Kramer
Beitske Kooistra
Caroline van Kooten

www.bootvluchteling.nl/en

NL97 RBRB 0918 9326 37 | by name of Stichting Bootvluchteling

Questions? Send an email to:
annerieke@bootvluchteling.nl

Stichting Bootvluchteling has an ANBI-status

The Netherlands

Ellen | Planner

‘During my master’s I followed the
migration crisis closely. I ended up
writing my thesis about the European
asylum policy and law, with Greece as
case study. While exploring what the
possibilities would be for field studies, I
found the name of Boat Refugee
Foundation. I started following their
work and when I saw a job opening for
volunteering in the Netherlands I
immediately applied.

By now, I have scheduled around 175
medical volunteers for the team on
Lesvos. Moreover, I have used my British
roots to translate several articles and
texts. It feels good to be able to
contribute to the foundation’s work
from the Netherlands. The volunteer
work as a medical planner has often
been busy, but I like it and it is
satisfying, too. You are in close contact
with medics from all over the world,
offering time, money and leave to help
others. I find that beautiful and
encouraging.
 
In 2020, I will continue scheduling the
medical team, together with my
colleague Corinne. The two of us have
already scheduled over 120 people for
2020!'

We at Boat Refugee Foundation like to
dream big. To make dreams come true,
we will share our wish list for 2020 with
you. Do you see something that makes
you itch? Help us make a difference!

Dreams

School of Hope
- Extra school desks
- New curriculum

Community center
- Expanding with an extra iso-box
- Decoration and furniture  for the library

Medical clinic
- mobile ultrasound device
- heart monitor
- otoscopes

IT-partner for...
- registration and scheduling of
volunteers
- a practical SharePoint layout for all our
work documents
- a CRM system

A creative and
technically savvy person for…
- making videos of our psycho social and
medical training on Lesvos

Would you like to help? Do you have
ideas? Email: acties@bootvluchteling.nl

Also included on this page: an
interview with our PSS coordinator
Marijke Menninga on Radio 5.

Field coordinator
Karin Arendsen
shared her
experiences in EO
Magazine.

Follow us!

https://www.gelderlander.nl/nijmegen/nijmeegse-hielp-op-lesbos-van-de-ene-hel-naar-de-andere-hel-op-aarde~a5586cc7/
https://www.nd.nl/nieuws/buitenland/523221/aantal-vluchtelingen-in-kamp-moria-op-lesbos-neemt-fors-toe
https://www.trouw.nl/buitenland/eindeloos-wachten-op-griekse-actie-voor-de-vluchtelingen-op-samos-lesbos-chios-en-kos~bb1dd715/?fbclid=IwAR2xreDfXmj8ODhV-Pv7xZqrBqDQaAPdgNpriOqHwiv6C797fmgF-c35jog
https://www.medischcontact.nl/nieuws/laatste-nieuws/artikel/schrijnende-situatie-vluchtelingen-lesbos-duurt-voort.htm
https://www.facebook.com/stichtingbootvluchteling
https://www.facebook.com/stichtingbootvluchteling
https://www.facebook.com/stichtingbootvluchteling
https://www.instagram.com/stichtingbootvluchteling/
https://www.instagram.com/stichtingbootvluchteling/
https://twitter.com/Bootvlucht
https://twitter.com/Bootvlucht
https://metterdaad.eo.nl/moria/uitzendingen-lesbos
https://joop.bnnvara.nl/opinies/tussen-het-snel-groeiend-aantal-vluchtelingen-op-lesbos
https://eva.eo.nl/artikel/2019/12/karin-werkt-in-een-vluchtelingenkamp-op-lesbos-de-situatie-wordt-met-de-dag-slechter
https://goo.gl/maps/Uy5QUiyq7zKXeCLS6
http://www.bootvluchteling.nl/
http://www.bootvluchteling.nl/

